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Abstract

A sparse control structure can be seen as a decentralised controller that is expanded to include feedforward
or MIMO blocks. Here, use of the gramian based interaction measures to determine a sparse control
structure with feedforward is examined. A modification to the method used today is proposed and it is
demonstrated that it results in a considerable improvement. Furthermore, recently proposed modifications
to scaling gramian based measures are expanded to also cover sparse control structures. We show that
the method that yields the best result is when two different scaling methods are combined, using one to
design a decentralized controller and another to find feedforward connections.
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sparse control, feedforward.

Introduction

A common issue in industrial process control systems
is that interaction between different parts of the plant
gives rise to a multiple input multiple output (MIMO)
system, where the same input may affect multiple out-
puts, or conversely, the same output is affected by mul-
tiple inputs. One method to control a MIMO system is
to divide it into subsystems of one input and one out-
put and implement SISO controllers for each of the sub-
systems. This control strategy is called decentralized
control and remains widely used in industry (Khaki-
Sedigh and Moaveni (2009)). It has several advantages
compared to implementing a MIMO controller for the
entire system, as it allows the use of relatively easy
to design low dimensional controllers. Moreover, it is
generally less vulnerable to sensor and actuator failures
than more complex control schemes that try to control
the entire system with one overarching control scheme.

However, sometimes interactions between the differ-
ent inputs on the output result in a decentralized con-
trol scheme yielding poor results. One solution to this

is to expand the decentralized control structure to in-
clude decoupling feedforward to remove the most prob-
lematic interactions. This yields what is called a sparse
controller structure. However, this requires determin-
ing which interactions that are appropriate to remove
with feedforward, and which ones where implement-
ing feedforward may create interactions that result in
a worsened control outcome.

One group of measures which can be used to de-
vise a sparse controller structure is the gramian based
measures. This group includes the Σ2 method (Birk
and Medvedev (2003)), the participation matrix (PM)
(Conley and Salgado (2000)) and the Hankel inter-
action index array (HIIA) (Wittenmark and Salgado
(2002)). These methods use the controllability and
observability gramians to create an interaction matrix
which gives a gauge of how much each input affects
each output. The interaction matrices (IMs) can then
be used to devise both decentralized and sparse control
structures.

While a rule of thumb on how to select a sparse
control structure from the gramian based measures
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has been presented in Conley and Salgado (2000), no
deeper analysis on the subject has been presented.
Here we will further examine how to best derive a
sparse controller structure when using the HIIA and
propose a new method for determining which signals
that are appropriate for feedforward.

A new method of scaling the gramian based measures
has been proposed, and it has been demonstrated that
it yields improved results (Bengtsson et al. (2020)).
We will here further examine the scaling of the IMs
and see how it can best be adapted for the design of
sparse control structures.

1. The Gramian based measures

1.1. Gramian based measures

The gramian based measures (PM, HIIA and Σ2) can
be calculated from a system’s transfer function matrix
(TFM) (Birk and Medvedev (2003); Conley and Sal-
gado (2000); Wittenmark and Salgado (2002)). Given
a TFM

G(s) =


g11(s) g12(s) · · · g1n(s)
g21(s) g22(s)

...
. . .

gn1(s) gnn(s)

 (1)

each measure generates an n × n interaction matrix
(IM) Γ. For the HIIA and Σ2 it is generated by

[Γ]ij =
||gij(s)||∑
kl ||gkl(s)||

(2)

using the Hankel norm and 2-norm for the HIIA and
Σ2, respectively. The PM is derived in a similar fash-
ion, but it uses the squared Hilbert-Schmidt norm, i.e.
the IM is generated by

[Γ]ij =
||gij(s)||2HS∑
kl ||gkl(s)||2HS

. (3)

Once an IM is generated, a decentralized pairing
is generated by choosing the pairing (one element in
each row and column) that yields the largest sum of
elements from the IM. For efficient implementation in
finding which pairing yields the largest sum of elements
one can, for example, use the Hungarian algorithm, as
in Fatehi (2011).

1.2. Feed forward control

Once a decentralized control structure has been found
it can be expanded to include feedforward blocks. To
understand how this works, we begin by examining a
3 by 3 system, i.e.

y1y2
y3

 =

G11(s) G12(s) G13(s)
G21(s) G22(s) G23(s)
G31(s) G32(s) G33(s)

u1u2
u3

 . (4)

Let us assume that the inputs and outputs have been
ordered such that our decentralized controller design
has a diagonal pairing where yi is controlled by ui ∀i.
Now, u1 will also affect y2 and y3 by G21(s) and G31(s),
respectively. If u1 affects y3 to such an extent that it
poses a problem, this can ideally be resolved by using
the feedforward

u3 = u∗3 −
G31(s)

G33(s)
u1, (5)

where u∗3 is the control signal from the decentralized

controller and we assume G31(s)
G33(s)

is stable and proper.

If we implement this feedforward loop we will have re-
moved the direct effect of u1 on y3. However, there
are other consequences of this implementation since
the change of u3 will also affect y1 and y2. If these
interactions are significant the feedforward loop might
do more harm than good. Having this in mind, we
examine how the IM can be used to determine when
feedforward might be appropriate.

Consider an interaction matrix

Γ =

γ11 · · · γ1N
...

. . .
...

γN1 · · · γNN

 . (6)

First we choose the elements for the decentralized
pairing as described previously and assume, without
loss of generality, that the pairing elements are on the
diagonal. After this, we look in the interaction matrix
for large elements not yet selected for pairing. The cur-
rent method for determining feedforward is simply to
use the largest elements not selected for pairing (Con-
ley and Salgado, 2000). However, doing so means that
other potential interactions are not taken into account.
For example, assume that γN1 is a large value and thus
u1 is a potential candidate for feedforward. However,
as described in the 3 by 3 example above, this will im-
pact uN , which will not only impact yN , but also the
other outputs. A gauge of the size of this impact is∑N−1

i=1 γiN . If these values are very large then the IM
indicates that adding the described feedforward on u1
is unwise. To determine the use of feedforward in the
general case we therefore create a modified interaction
matrix Γ∗, whose elements are defined by

γ∗ij = γij − ρ
N∑

k=1
k 6=i

γki, (7)
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where ρ is a tuning parameter. With this new IM, the
largest elements where i 6= j are chosen for feedforward
until the sum of elements in Γ∗ chosen both for control
and feedforward is larger than 0.7, a rule of thumb for
gramian based measures (Salgado and Conley (2004)).
However, as feedforward increases controller complex-
ity it is only implemented if it seems likely that it will
have a positive impact. This is determined by check-
ing if γ∗ij > 0 in which case feedforward is considered
appropriate, and otherwise it is not implemented. Fur-
ther precautions also have to be taken to avoid imple-
menting an unstable or non-proper feedforward block.
Note that if ρ = 0 the largest elements of the IM are
chosen without taking into account other interactions.

1.3. Delays

Continuous time gramian based measures struggle to
appropriately deal with delays. This occurs because
the Σ2 method is completely unaffected by delays,
while the Hankel singular values of systems with de-
lays are problematic, as continuous time systems with
delays are of infinite order. One solution for this is to
discretize the system and implement the methods on
the discrete time system as discussed in Salgado and
Conley (2004). A pairing found on the discrete time
system can then be implemented on the continuous
time system. Note that when implementing decoupling
feedforward on systems with delays some decouplings
may not be possible as they would be non-causal.

1.4. Scaling of the IMs

An issue with the gramian based methods is that their
interaction matrices are affected by the scaling of the
inputs and outputs such that different scalings may
yield different results. Generally, this is resolved by
scaling the inputs and outputs from 0 to 1, setting zero
to the lowest value they are likely to reach and 1 to the
highest value (Salgado and Conley (2004)). However,
this scaling is at times insufficient, and we will present a
few ways in which the IMs can be rescaled for improved
results, as discussed in Bengtsson et al. (2020).

1.4.1. Row or Column scaling

Each column in the IM corresponds to the interactions
from one input, while each row corresponds to the in-
teractions affecting one output. If one column contains
significantly less interaction than the other columns (as
may be the case if one input is relatively poorly suited
for control), little importance will be given to the deci-
sion of which output should be controlled by this input.
This may lead to a poor input-output pairing. One way
to resolve this would be to normalize the columns, that

is to divide the elements in each column of the IM by
the corresponding column sum. This will ensure that
when conducting the pairing algorithm, equal impor-
tance is given to each input. In the new IM the scaled
elements would become

[Γc]ij =
[Γ]ij∑N
k=1[Γ]kj

, (8)

where Γc is an interaction matrix with normalized
columns. If we instead wish to ensure that equal impor-
tance is given to each output, we can instead normalize
the rows, which gives an interaction measure defined by

[Γr]ij =
[Γ]ij∑N
k=1[Γ]ik

. (9)

1.4.2. Choosing between row and column scaling

It may be difficult to determine if it is preferable to
scale by rows or columns. Therefore we have proposed
an approach to scaling that tries to determine which is
the most appropriate for a given IM. In this approach
the column sums and row sums were first calculated. If
the smallest sum is a row sum, then the rows are scaled,
and otherwise the columns are scaled. This approach
will be referred to as row/column scaling.

1.4.3. Sinkhorn-Knopp algorithm

By scaling the columns or rows we can guarantee that
equal importance is given to either each input or each
output when determining a pairing. If we, however,
wish to have both the columns and rows scaled we
can use the Sinkhorn-Knopp (SK) algorithm. This
algorithm combines row and column scaling by alter-
nating between normalizing the rows and normalizing
the columns. In cases where the matrix can be made
to have positive elements on the diagonal (as is al-
ways the case with gramian based measures) this al-
gorithm is guaranteed to converge to a matrix that
will have both rows and columns normalized (Sinkhorn
and Knopp (1967)). In Bengtsson et al. (2020) it is
shown that when designing decentralized controllers
using Sinkhorn-Knopp scaling generally yields the best
result.

Scaling the IMs with the Sinkhorn-Knopp algorithm
has the additional benefit of removing the impact of
input and output scaling on the IM altogether. Us-
ing the Sinkhorn-Knopp algorithm to scale the system
will yield the same IM, regardless of what the original
scaling of the system was.
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2. Methods of analysis

To properly evaluate the feedforward methods we have
used the MIMO model generator described in Bengts-
son and Wik (2017) to generate 200 continuous linear
MIMO-systems using the settings given in Appendix 1.
We then generated sparse control configurations using
the different gramian based measures, using all the de-
scribed methods of scaling, and with values of ρ ranging
from 0 to 5. For each control configuration lambda-
tuned PI feedback controllers were implemented, along
with decoupling feedforward. Time delays were dealt
with using second order Padé approximation, and if
implementing feedforward would require a non-proper
transfer function it would simply not be implemented.
The systems were then tested for reference steps as
well as for disturbances. The first type of disturbance
tested was a step disturbance placed on each of the
inputs, so a disturbance d1 on u1 would for example
give:


y1
y2
...
yN

 =


G11(s) G12(s) · · · G1N (s)
G21(s) G22(s) · · · G2N (s)

...
...

. . .
...

GN1(s) GN2(s) · · · GNN (s)



u1 + d1
u2
...
uN

 .
(10)

Such disturbances will henceforth be referred to as
input disturbances and they were tested separately for
each input.

The second type of disturbance that was tested was
a step disturbance on u for only one of the outputs, for
example

y1 = G11(s)(u1 + d1) +G12(s)u2 + ...+G1N (s)uN

y2 = G21(s)u1 +G22(s)u2 + ...+G2N (s)uN

... (11)

where the disturbance, henceforth referred to as an
individual disturbance, is only on the transfer func-
tion from u1 to y1, in this case. This disturbance was
tested on each transfer function in the TFM. Once the
tests were conducted we evaluated how well the dif-
ferent scaling methods worked for reference steps and
for disturbances. For the evaluation a cost was defined
as being the squared deviation from the reference for
2000 time units after the reference step, or the input
disturbance. Having calculated this cost for each IM,
each IM is given a score defined as

S =
cmin

c
, (12)

where S is the score of the IM, c is its cost, and cmin

is the lowest cost of all IMs for the system. The score

was set to zero if the control scheme yielded unstable
results. This measure normalizes the scores for each
system to be between 0 and 1, ensuring that the results
on different systems are comparable.

3. Results

The average score for each method as a function of ρ,
when using the HIIA, is shown in Figure 1. Similiar
results where found when using the PM and Σ2 meth-
ods and are therefore omitted. The first thing that one
may observe from the figure is that with input distur-
bances, adding feedforward decreases the average score.
This is not entirely surprising and can be understood
by examining a simple 2 by 2 system

y1 = G11(u1 + d1) +G12u2

y2 = G21(u1 + d1) +G22u2 (13)

Now a solution to counteract the disturbance d1 is
to set u1 = −d1, which will remove the impact of the
disturbance on y1 and y2 . Now if we add feedforward
to u2 to remove the impact of u1, i.e.

u2 = u∗2 −G−122 G21u1 (14)

the new system becomes

y1 = G11(u1 + d1) +G12u2

y2 = G21d1 +G22u
∗
2 (15)

Now, setting u1 = −d1 only eliminates the effect of d1
on y1, but not on y2. So this indicates that implement-
ing feedforward for these kind of disturbances can be
unwise, which is supported by the tests.

For the other cases, however, feedforward yields im-
proved results. One can also see that ρ = 0, which
represents the usual way of finding elements for feed-
forward, does not yield the best results. This is Thus,
an improvement can indeed be found by using the pro-
posed modified interaction matrix for finding elements
for feedforward.

What can also be seen is that although SK was found
to be superior as a scaling method for regular input
output pairing (Bengtsson et al. (2020)), other scal-
ing methods score better for feedforward determina-
tion, especially for aggresive feedforward schemes with
ρ = 0, in which case the SK-algorithm produces a worse
result then with no feedforward for individual distur-
bances .
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Figure 1: Scores for different ρ and for different reference and disturbances steps for pairings derived using the
HIIA

4. Adapting the Sinkhorn-Knopp
scaling algorithm for sparse
control

As shown, the Sinkhorn-Knopp scaled systems did not
result in as large improvement as the other scaling
methods when determining feedforward. A reason for
this is that using Sinkhorn-Knopp scaling may remove
information from the IM useful for the design of sparse
controllers. Take, for example, a 3 by 3 system,

y1y2
y3

 =

G11(s) G12(s) G13(s)
0 G22(s) G23(s)
0 G32(s) G33(s)

u1u2
u3

 . (16)

If we use one of the gramian based measures to find
an IM it will result in the following:

Γ =

γ11 γ12 γ13
0 γ22 γ23
0 γ32 γ33

 . (17)

Scaling this with the Sinkhorn-Knopp algorithm will
ensure that both the rows and columns are normalized,
resulting in the following IM:

ΓSK =

γ11 0 0
0 γ∗22 γ∗23
0 γ∗32 γ∗33

 . (18)

As can be seen the elements γ12 and γ13 in this
interaction measure become zero. This means that
if the Sinkhorn-Knopp scaled IM is used to find ele-
ments for feedforward it will disregard the possibility
of adding feedforward to u1. However, this is not de-
sirable as γ12 or γ13 may indicate that feedforward on
u1 is appropriate. Furthermore with aggressive feed-
forward strategies, disregarding viable candidates for
feedforward may cause the scheme to instead chose
poor candidates for feedforward, especially if nothing
is done to check the viability of the candidates (as is
the case if ρ = 0). To resolve this we propose a hy-
brid method, where Sinkhorn-Knopp scaling is used to
design a decentralized controller, and one of the other
scaling methods is then used to determine what signals
are appropriate for feedforward.

5. Evaluation of hybrid methods

We tested the proposed measure, using the Sinkhorn-
Knopp algorithm to design a decentralized controller
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Figure 2: Average scores for different ρ and for differ-
ence reference steps and disturbances

and then using one of the other scaling methods (or
no scaling) to find elements for feedforward. The same
test was carried out as before, except that we did not
test input disturbances here, as we have already estab-
lished that feedforward does not yield improvements in
this case. The result is shown in Figure 2.

As can be seen, using Sinkhorn-Knopp scaling to
design decentralized PI controllers, and then column
scaling to find feedforward elements yields the best re-
sult, at least for reference steps. For individual dis-
turbances, most of the hybrid methods seem to yield
comparable results, with no method of scaling clearly
preferable when finding elements for feedforward.

It can also be seen that, generally, values of ρ rang-
ing from 0.5− 1 seemed to yield the best results when
implementing feedforward. To investigate if this is af-
fected by system size, we generate TFMs of size 3 by 3
to 7 by 7 (450 of each type). We use the same MIMO
generator settings as before, except with the changes
specified in Table 1 (necessary due to the different sys-
tem size). We then test the different systems with ref-
erence steps, using hybrid column scaling. From this
we get the results presented in Figure 3 in which we
can see that for increasing system sizes, larger values
of ρ are generally required.

Table 1: New settings when investigating different ρ for
differently sized systems

Inputs affecting each output

System Min Max
3by3 3 3
4by4 3 4
5by5 3 5
6by6 3 5
7by7 3 5

Figure 3: Scores for different ρ and for reference steps
using hybrid column scaling for systems with
a different number of inputs and outputs

6. Comparisons with other methods

A well known method for designing sparse controllers
is the RNGA-RGA-NI method by Shen et al. (2010).
They also suggest a method for sparse controller de-
sign based on equivalent transfer functions (ETF). For
comparison with our method we will examine the FS
configuration of a Heat-integrated distillation column
(Chiang and Luyben, 1988)

G(s) =

4.45
(14s+1)(4s+1)

−7.4
(16s+1)(4s+1)

0 0.35
(25.7s+1)(2s+1)

17−3e−0.9s

(17s+1)(0.5s+1)
−41

(21s+1)(s+1)
0 9.2e−0.3s

20s+1

0.22e−1.2s

(17.5s+1)(4s+1)
−4.66

(13s+1)(4s+1)
3.6

(13s+1)(4s+1)
0.042(78s+1)

(21s+1)(11.6s+1)(3s+1)

1.82e−s

(21s+1)(s+1)
−34.5

(20s+1)(s+1)
12.2e−0.9s

(18.85s+1)(s+1)
−6.92e−0.6s

(15s+1)(4s+1)


(19)

We test three control configuration selections and
control design strategies. The first is the combina-
tion of SK and column scaled HIIA control configu-
ration method with ρ = 0.5 and with lambda tuned
controllers. This is compared with the configuration
recommended by the RNGA-RGA-NI, evaluated both
using lambda tuning with decoupling, as well as with
the controller design method for sparse control based
on ETFs, as described in Shen et al. (2010). The differ-
ent methods are evaluated in the same way as before,
testing them for reference steps and individual distur-
bances. The results are presented in Table 2.

As can be seen from Table 2, the modified HIIA con-
figuration outperforms the RNGA configurations. The
improvement for reference steps is quite modest, since
the RNGA configuration along with lambda tuning
yielded nearly the same cost. For input disturbances,
though, the improvements are more significant.

If we expand this comparision and use the MIMO
generator to test 150 randomly generated systems with
the same specifications as before we get the results
shown in Table 3. Now, the RNGA-RGA-NI method
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Table 2: A comparison of the costs for different control
configuration methods on the Heat integrated
distillation column

Control configuration
Reference

step
Input

disturbance

Decentralized controller 323 1919
HIIA SK/column scaling 184 1805
RNGA-Lambda 192 2897
RNGA-ETF 685 14011

is specially designed on first order plus dead time sys-
tems in mind. If we test only those systems we get the
results in Table 4.

As can be seen from Table 3 and Table 4 the pro-
posed hybrid method outperforms the other methods
considerably for randomly generated systems. This
illustrates the main strength of this method, namely
that it reliably gives stable control schemes for a wide
variety of systems. This results in a very good score
when testing on a large number of systems, even
though for some specific systems other methods may
yield better results.

Table 3: Average score of the solutions of different con-
trol configuration methods for 150 randomly
generated systems with specifications as spec-
ified by Table 5.

Control configuration
Reference

step
Input

disturbance

HIIA SK/column scaling 0.78 0.81
RNGA-Lambda 0.48 0.66
RNGA-ETF 0.26 0.24

Table 4: Average score of the solutions of different con-
trol configuration methods for 150 randomly
generated first order and dead time systems

Control configuration
Reference

step
Input

disturbance

HIIA SK/column scaling 0.91 0.86
RNGA-Lambda 0.67 0.73
RNGA-ETF 0.32 0.29

7. Conclusion

We have proposed a new method for how to determine
feedforward control based on gramian based interac-
tion measures. More specifically, we have examined
feedforward implementation using the HIIA, PM and

Σ2 interaction measures, and found that the best re-
sults were found when using Sinkhorn-Knopp scaling
to find the decentralized control scheme, and then use
column scaling to find elements for feedforward.

Furthermore, we demonstrated the need to take into
account the entire interaction matrix when choosing el-
ements for feedforward, not only choosing the element
representing the largest interaction. This was done us-
ing a factor ρ, and in general, values of ρ ranging from
0.5 − 1.5 seemed to yield the best results when im-
plementing feedforward for 5 by 5 systems with the
specified specifications, while increasing the number of
inputs and outputs necessitates a larger ρ to acquire
good results for reference following.

The proposed method was compared to other meth-
ods of sparse control design, and it was found to do
well in comparison, both for a model of a distillation
column and for randomly generated systems.
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A. MIMO model generator settings

Table 5: Table showing the MIMO model generator (Bengtsson and Wik (2017)) settings

Parameter Value
Size
Number of inputs 5
Number of outputs 5
Minimum number of inputs affecting each output 3
Maximum number of inputs affecting each output 5
Minimum transfer function order 1
Maximum transfer function order 3
Minimum relative degree 1
Maximum relative degree 3
Dynamics
Maximum static gain 1000
Minimum pole time constant 1
Maximum pole time constant 10
Minimum damping for complex poles 0.1
Distinct time constants false
Basing zeros time constants on poles when possible true
Maximum overshoot percentage 10
Maximum undershoot percentage 25
Tolerance when determining overshoot/undershoot 0.01
Factor used to determine minimum time constant 100
Poles and Zeros
Maximum number of unstable poles 0
Minimum number of unstable poles 0
Maximum number of purely imaginary pole pairs 0
Minimum number of purely imaginary pole pairs 0
Percentage of unstable poles which are complex 0
Percentage of stable poles which are complex 20
Percentage of transfer functions with single integrators 0
Percentage of transfer functions with double integrators 0
Percentage of transfer functions with derivatives 0
Maximum number of non-minimum phase zeros 4
Minimum number of non-minimum phase zeros 0
Delay
Percentage of transfer functions with delay 10
Minimum Delay 0
Maximum Delay 0.5
Padé approximation order 2
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